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Abstract: The present contribution to a neopragmatic approach to regional geography attempts to
collect, structure, and reflect knowledge with different spatial, social, and cultural references. This is
not a matter of designing a classical regional or landscape “compartmentalization” of distinct spatial
units, which are characterized by a specific reciprocal shaping of culture and the initial physical
substrate, but of investigating and reflecting the reciprocal influences of different levels of scale as
well as the construction mechanisms and contingency of spatial units. By means of “theoretical”
and also empirical “triangulation”, a differentiated picture of complex research objects—here Baton
Rouge, LA—is generated, whereby (partial) contradictions between theoretical approaches and the
relationship between the various appropriately chosen theories and equally well-chosen empirical
methods are also accepted.
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1. Introduction

In discussing the “materialistic turn” and the theoretical framing of multi-methodological
studies, an approach has been developed in recent years within German-speaking human
geography and in the sociology of space that has become called “neopragmatic” [1–3]. The
focus is on the challenge of theoretically framing the various tangible aspects, individual
and social/cultural dimensions, plus their interactions with each other, as they exist in
complex phenomena such as landscape and spatiality [4]. This is a challenge that regional
geography has to embrace since it is not limited to partial aspects, such as the social con-
struction of spaces, but must be responded to in its synthesis [2,5–13]. In philosophy, the
neopragmatic approach is particularly associated with Richard Rorty [14,15] and also with
Hilary Putnam [16]. With his postmodern approach of rejecting notions of universal truth
as well as irrefutable objectivity and instead of acknowledging pluralistic worldviews
as well as contingency, Rorty offers a framework for synthesizing different landscape
and spatial aspects. Furthermore, neopragmatism is normatively oriented towards open-
ended, democratic negotiation processes (see more precisely: [17–19]). The normative
basis makes neopragmatism compatible with the political philosophy and sociology of
the German-British philosopher Ralf Dahrendorf, who formulated the increase of individ-
ual “life chances” as a central social norm [20,21]: On the one hand, Ralf Dahrendorf’s
reflections focus on the complex relationship of the individual to and in society, here in his
role theory, in which he focuses on the constraints and possibilities of how the individual
arranges himself in the “vexing fact of society”, develops it, but also influences it [22].
On the other hand, he deals with social, i.e., supra-individual conflicts, whose possibil-
ities have a productive effect on the development of society [23,24]. In his resulting life
chances approach, he follows Karl Popper [25,26] in his commitment to an open society
that offers the individual as many life changes as possible, but whether these are used is
the individual’s decision [20,27].

This study is part of a large number of studies that deal with the relationship between
supra-local rationales and local specifics—being more economic oriented in the United
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States than in Western Europe—and their (urban) landscape results (among others [28–36]).
This article is based on an extensive study of Baton Rouge [37] and focuses in particular on
the multiperspective character of the neopragmatic approach and its suitability for regional
geography.

The objectives of this article are divided into both theoretical/methodological and
object-related:

(1) The approach of “neopragmatic landscape research” is operationalized and examined
for its viability;

(2) The main developmental strands, incidents and supra-local influences on Baton Rouge
are presented and interpreted;

(3) The media representation of Baton Rouge focuses on the Internet—as a developing
compartment of regional geography, in order to capture elements of its image and
self-description;

(4) Everyday life in Baton Rouge is examined in its meaning and attribution of meaning.

Baton Rouge is the capital of Louisiana, located on the lower Mississippi River
(Figure 1). After New Orleans, Baton Rouge is the second-largest city in Louisiana. While
the Baton Rouge metropolitan area joins the phalanx of US-scale medium-sized metropoli-
tan areas characteristic of the South, Baton Rouge has several distinctive features that
make it particularly suitable for geographic study, especially the testing of the synthesizing
neopragmatic approach:

(1) A diverse economic, social, and territorial history, “having flown under ten flags” [38],
“the flags of France, England, Spain, the independent republic of West Florida,
the United States, and the Confederate States of America were flown over it, some of
them more than once” [39]. This history continues in Baton Rouge today, in both the
physical realm and in regional social self-description;

(2) A “manageable” size, approximately 230,000 inhabitants with the metropolitan region
over 500,000 inhabitants, allowing one’s investigations on the different dimensions
to be carried out without the need for a research stay of several years;

(3) Scant in regional geographic research (with one exception, discussed below), with
only the historical aspects of the city has been intensively focused upon (some excep-
tions: [39–42]);

(4) The only systematic regional geographic survey was carried out by a German geogra-
pher during the late 1950s and early 1960s. The results were published in German only,
relatively unavailable to the American public [43]. These investigations, although
implicitly following an essentialist-naive-realism paradigm that is hardly practicable
currently, produced a great deal of empirical material useful for comparisons today,
under a neopragmatic framework.

The “neopragmatic approach” pursued here goes far beyond a mixed-methods ap-
proach, as not only different methods are combined. “Triangulation” was originally
understood as the division of an area into triangles for the purpose of measurement. Since
the 1970s, “triangulation” has been used in empirical social research as a metaphor for
combining qualitative and quantitative data collection or analysis methods. The aim here
is to avoid one-sidedness that arises when only one type of data is used in a study, only
one researcher collects and evaluates data, only one method is used. (as an overview sees
among many [44–47]). In this article, a triangulation is carried out on four levels (see also
Flick [48,49]):

(1) Data triangulation. Data are combined from different sources, whether from official
statistics, planning documents, scientific literature, but especially our own survey.
In this last point, we go well beyond what regional geographies usually do [50,51];
here, the preoccupation is with data that were not collected specifically for this
synthetic consideration.
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(2) Method triangulation. Here we use different methods of generating data and ana-
lyzing them. This ranges from methods of applied climatology to the quantitative
and cartographic recording of land-uses and conducting and analyzing qualitative
interviews to qualitative and quantitative media content analysis.

(3) Researcher triangulation. This refers to joint research in a researcher tandem with dif-
ferent disciplinary backgrounds (geography/sociology and political science) as well as
constant exchange with researchers and students in the field.

(4) Theory triangulation. This is the essential aspect of the “neopragmatic” approach,
as it additionally combines different basic theoretical positions where they offer high
explanatory value for the complex spatial phenomena, such as a positivist perspective
in the theoretical framing of the distribution of land-uses, a theoretical discourse one
in relation to media representations of Baton Rouge.Urban Sci. 2021, 5, x FOR PEER REVIEW 3 of 25 

 

 

 
Figure 1. The spatial location of Baton Rouge in Louisiana (own illustration). 
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In the following, the neopragmatic approach to regional geography, including the
methodological orientation of the study, is presented, followed by a presentation of Baton
Rouge spatial development. With social media importance increasing within social commu-
nication today, an investigation of this relative to Baton Rouge is performed. In conclusion,
in addition to assessing the development of Baton Rouge against the background of Ralf
Dahrendorf’s life chances approach, the question of the suitability of the neopragmatic
approach for regional geographic research is evaluated.

2. The Neopragmatic Approach to Regional Geography

In order to illustrate the potentials of a neopragmatic approach for regional geographic
research, we first briefly describe its history, on one hand, in the Anglo-Saxon (international)
context, and on the other hand in the context of the age-old regional geographic research
in Germany, in whose tradition we were socialized.
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Although the detailed history of regional geographic research (let alone a comparison
between the English-speaking areas and Germany) is presented here, some historical as-
pects of regional geography development seem essential to explain our striving for a new
theoretical framework. Flourishing up until the 1960s, this form of geography, hitherto
dominated by an essentialist paradigm supplemented by empirical methods, was gradually
pushed out of the core of geographical research with the advent of the quantitative revolu-
tion coupled with a theoretical connection to human geography [50]. With the adoption
of constructivist thinking (as in [52]), the awareness of regional knowledge interweav-
ing with non-scientific patterns of interpretation and evaluation, plus the contingency
of indicators and scientific perspectives, the “new regional geography” was born. This
was initiated by Thrift and Gilbert (in addition in particular [8,53,54]) from various ad-
vanced theoretical perspectives, including Marxist and humanist approaches and theories
of practice see [13,55,56]—also focusing attention on the interrelationships between the
different levels of scale [9]. With the turn to the “new regional geography”, questions
concerning discursive production of regions, beliefs in the existence of regions, identifying
functions of regions, construction of borders, changing of institutionalizations and mean-
ings, and similar questions arose (see [57]). What moved out of focus were substantive
processes and regional bonds. With the emergence of these “more-than-representational”
perspectives in human geography [58], regional geography can also be encouraged to
strive for greater integration of the material dimension of space. This is the context in
which the “neopragmatic approach” presented here arises. The triangulation of theories
(and methods) inherent in the neopragmatic approach to regional geographies enables the
integration of physical-geographical research results that have their origin in empirical
methods (and, based on them, modeling) and are usually—mostly implicitly—framed in
positivist theoretical terms.

As the name suggests, “neopragmatic approaches” integrate with pragmatic tradi-
tions, tracing back to American philosophers William James, Charles S. Peirce, and John
Dewey, major influencers upon the Chicago School. Pragmatism orients towards the effects
of the action that meanings and truths should determine action, not moral principles
or grand theories. Usability thus becomes the touchstone of action, not consistency to
principles [59–62]. Accordingly, “truth“, “theory“, “practice“, etc., are not thought sep-
arately but form “a unified entity mediated in the process of experience” [61]. Beyond
the practical activity referencing pragmatic social and spatial research [61,63–65], the neo-
pragmatism represented here exceeds its meta-perspective, although a goal orientation
remains. Complex spatial entities, such as regions or landscapes, show both a material and
a social-constructive dimension, also the dimension of individual consciousness (here we
find connections to the three-world theory of [66]; relative to space: [67]). Correspond-
ingly, the basic approach is based on Popper’s three-world theory: Karl Popper describes
“world 1” as a world of living and non-living bodies, a material world. With “world 2,”
he describes the individual level of the content of consciousness, of individual thoughts
and feelings. “world 3”, on the other hand, comprises “all planned or intended products of
human mental activity” [68]. The “realities” of these three worlds are not strictly separated
but rather hybrid. So that a settlement is a part of “world 1” as well as of “world 3”
and “world 2”. With this approach, Popper tried to create an alternative to worldviews
that focus only on “world 1” as a materialistic world, or immaterialistic worldviews that
recognize only “world 2”, as well as dualistic worldviews that recognize only “worlds 1
and 2” as “real” by adding “world 3”, “the world that anthropologists call ‘culture’” [68].
The abstract entities of “world 3” (including scientific theories, concepts, mathematical
formulas, but also socially shared ideas about certain “things”) affect “world 2” through the
process of socialization. The “world 2” in turn affects “world 1”, in that the human being,
mediated by his body, materializes his ideas. These conceptions again he does not give
birth from himself, but they originate in an argument with the contents of the “world 3”
(see also Figure 2; for more on Karl Popper’s three worlds theory and its operationaliza-
tion for spatial and landscape research, see, among others: [67,69–71]). Following this,
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we use in particular the superposition of the three worlds to three spaces by understanding
“space 1” as material space, “space 2” the individual conceptions of space, “space 3” as
the shared patterns of interpretation and evaluation of space. “space 1” and 2 are related
by structuring the individual’s action (i.e., carrier of “space 2”) through matter, as well as
the individual’s interpretation and evaluation of “space 1” through “space 2”. “space 3”
affects “space 2” through socialization, whereby contents of “space 2” can also change
“space 3”. According to the neopragmatic approach, we restrict ourselves to the use of the
basic structure of the three worlds as well as the functional connections between the three
worlds and exclude the detailed discussion (and criticism) of the ontological validity of the
three worlds (for this, we refer to: [72–75]). Here the necessity of triangulation of theories
becomes clear: theories represent abstractions of the world (or worlds) and are thereby
focused in terms of content. If a complex topic, such as the synthetic consideration of space,
is to be carried out from a regional geographic perspective, this requires the adoption of
different perspectives and (justified) theoretical basic attitudes. At the same time, the neo-
pragmatic approach also allows concentrating on parts of the theory that are useful for the
investigation of one’s own question.Urban Sci. 2021, 5, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 25 
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Relevant for a regional geographic synthesis is not only the principle existence of the
three spaces and their connections but also the division into different scales, from local
intrinsic logics to the effects of global developments in the examined space [28,76–78].
Such a complex subject cannot be treated mono-theoretically nor mono-methodologically
(in a meaningful manner). Thus, it is an essential component to combine different methods
and theoretical perspectives in ways adequate for the object. This also applies to (partially)
contradictory perspectives, such as different constructivist ones: social constructivist, radi-
cal constructivist, discourse theory, also including combinations with empirical or positivist
approaches [3,79]. Via “theoretical” and empirical “triangulation” methods, a differentiated
understanding of a complex object can be achieved (for the concept of complexity, see [80]).
Perspectives appropriate to different aspects of the complex “region”, thus, also enable
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integrative functions for physical and human-geographic observation [61]. Based within a
selection of perspectives and methods, which is reflected and substantiated regarding the
potential and limitation of knowledge. Their openness enables both interdisciplinary and
transdisciplinary integration, thereby—in the sense of Rorty [14,15]—generating sugges-
tions for dealing with space in terms of democratic or administrative action [1,81]. As an
outcome of their theoretical and methodological openness, neopragmatic approaches also
offer great potential for insights into issues requiring a certain amount of exploration.
Thereby enabling the search for “useful” knowledge supporting the fundamental construc-
tivist framework, whereby teleological thinking is contradicted [2].

This integration exceeds the classical approaches of a positively motivated collec-
tion of secured information and its graphic processing, additionally, the question of
the production and powerful securing of regions, also opening up additional aspects,
which arise within the increasing virtualization of the world. The exploration of Internet
content, beyond a “proto-naïve positivism [ . . . ] [in which] data [ . . . ] are no longer
collected, but ‘mined’ (data-mining)” [82] and unquestioned as facts. This also applies
to non-visual stimuli [83,84] and the study of ambient aspects of environments by in-
tegrating phenomenological approaches [85,86], both having received little attention in
regional geography.

A neopragmatic approach to “region” focuses particularly on dynamic processes
because “stability is at best a temporary phenomenon” [61], which results from the high
specificity of the different feedbacks occurring between structures and processes, thereby
preventing “an exact predictability” [62]. Continuing the “new regional geography” legacy,
the project deals with power relations in regards to the constitution and perpetuation of
spatial units and processes of power distribution and safeguarding that take place within
them (such as [55,87–89]). If spatial developments (regardless of whether we are moving on
the level of “space 1”, 2 or 3) are not only to be described and analyzed but also interpreted
and evaluated against the background of social functionality or dysfunctionality, it is
scientifically honest to disclose the basis of these interpretations and evaluations [90–92].
This is followed by the issue of the analysis and evaluation of power, which, as mentioned
initially, is based on Ralf Dahrendorf’s life chances approach. Contrasted with the rather
Marxist mainstream of the discussion about city, or space and justice [93–95], Dahrendorf
does not orientate himself to the Marxist tradition (which he criticizes, conversely). Placing
himself in the tradition of Max Weber (from whom is borrowed the concept of “life chances”)
and the model of an “open society” [25], Dahrendorf prefers the day-to-day struggle to
find appropriate solutions to concrete challenges, both political and scientific.

Dahrendorf [96] perceives life chances as “choices, options”. These require “rights to
participate and an offer of activities and goods to choose from”. Life chances are social
context-dependent [20]. Life chances are possibilities of individual growth, the realization
of abilities, wishes, and hopes, with these possibilities provided by social conditions. Life
chances are not guarantees: “They only become concretely lived biographies through
individual efforts—or they are forfeited” [97]. The life chances of people are determined
by ligatures and options: “Options are choices given in social structures, alternatives of
action” [20].

The individual needs “civilizational prerequisites, previous social knowledge and co-
operative relationships” [97] in order to be able to develop individually (here, the feedback
relationship of “world 2 and 3” in the Popper sense becomes very clear). Other peo-
ple are therefore not simply “sparring partners” in the competition for their own suc-
cess; they are “rather one of the most important sources of happiness and meaning in
human life” ([98], also [20]). The meaning that life opportunities require is ultimately based
on certain social “values that provide standards” [96]. Dahrendorf [96] calls these values,
as “deep ties whose existence gives meaning to the opportunities for choice”, ligatures.
These are strong affiliations that cannot be shaken off without anomie [99]; they are “struc-
turally predetermined fields of human action. The individual is placed in bonds or ligatures
by virtue of his social positions and roles” [20]). Ligatures prove to be emotionally charged:
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“the ancestors, the home, the community, the church” [20]. Ligatures create references and
are considered “foundations of action” [20]. Options demand “electoral decisions and
are thus open [ . . . ] [for] the future” [20]. Ligatures and options are subject to a mutual
influence: “Ligatures without options mean suppression, while options without bonds are
meaningless” [20]. Although ligatures turn mere opportunities into “opportunities with
meaning and significance, i.e., life chances”, they are not the same thing [100], but they
are always associated with the danger of social sclerotization. For Dahrendorf, the devel-
opment of life chances is the central political task because their maximization means the
exhaustion of the “potential of a society” [20]. These life chances are individual, to be sought
and won individually, he rejects—like Karl Popper, whom he follows, and also Richard
Rorty—the idea that history has a priori or “even a posteriori meaning” ([20]; an in-depth
examination of Dahrendorf’s life chances concept contextualization in his political philoso-
phy and sociological theory in [101]).

The methodology of a study of metropolitan Baton Rouge derived from this theoretical
framework is presented below.

3. The Methodological Operationalization of the Neopragmatic Approach to the Study
of Baton Rouge

In accordance with neopragmatic regional geography approaches as developed above,
we have assigned different theoretical perspectives and methodological approaches to
the dimensions of the material substrate, individual access, and social construction, plus
their interrelations. The central objective here was to generate a synthetic overview rather
than to conduct focused sub-studies. Accordingly, the investigation of the individual
subareas was carried out with fewer cases or keywords overall, also in order to establish
comparability with other study areas in the USA, such as San Diego or Los Angeles. Here,
we only present the assignment of theories and methods; more detailed information on
methodology is in the presentation of the results (see in more detail [37]).

The underlying aspects were grounded in the positivist perspective, methodologically
operationalized primarily by measuring and counting, but also by processing literature
and cartographic material applying the positivist paradigm. For example, land-use was
mapped, air temperature, and humidity or acoustical pressure measured and cartograph-
ically processed. The assessment of Baton Rouge social construction, framed by social
constructivism and discourse theory, was methodically supported by media content analy-
ses (newspapers, Google hits, Internet videos, Internet images, music with the theme Baton
Rouge; [102–104]). The New York Times, one of the most widely circulated newspapers in
the US [105], was chosen to capture a national media perspective on Baton Rouge. A total
of 138 articles on the keyword “Baton Rouge” (adjusted for family ads) in three selected
volumes (1979, 1999, 2019) were first assigned and quantitatively evaluated on the basis of
inductively identified thematic categories in order to subsequently analyze them by content
analysis [106] in relation to the contextualization of Baton Rouge. The selected vintages
correspond to central development lines of the settlement, such as the boom caused by
the petrochemical industry in the 1970s, the years after the depression and before the
restrained turnaround at the end of the 1990s, and current trends at the end of the 2010s.
The analysis of online-based content such as google hits, Internet videos and images should
account for the increased importance of digital offerings in the social construction of analog
space. Since the synthetic overview was also in the foreground here instead of focused
partial studies, the focus was on a few keywords. The search result lists generated were
checked for consistency by submitting the same search query from different IP addresses
and computers, whose results, however, showed hardly any or only minor deviations
(see in more detail [37]).

The inclusion of Google search results takes into account the softening of spatial
scales due to ongoing digitization. The global manifests itself in the local, and the local
becomes globally available in fractions of a second via digital offerings, social media,
etc. [107–109]. In this respect, it seems relevant what impression is created globally by the
naming of a settlement, as initial approaches are made without more specific search terms,
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focusing instead on the settlement itself [110,111]. Such an approach accounts for these
developments by examining what impression is created globally by naming a settlement.
Such an approximation is initially done without more specific search terms but refers
first to the settlement name as a keyword. Further differentiation of the search results in
combination with further keywords is a second step, as well as a repetition of the media
or newspaper analysis in comparison to, e.g., local newspapers with a focus on certain
main topics such as crime, economy, sports, etc., which have already been identified in
the national study. This was not done in the study on which this article is based for three
reasons: First, the purpose was to test the neopragmatic approach. Second, starting from
neopragmatic considerations, it should be shown that regional geographic access can also
be achieved with own empirical approaches. Third, by using the methods of triangulation,
this neopragmatic regional geography is a synthetic approach, which foregoes a greater
“depth of field” (e.g., in the form of extensive use of keywords or large sample sizes) in the
triangulated individual investigations in favor of an overall view.

However, this certification can be taken up by further studies in Baton Rouge/Louisiana.
The individuals’ references to Baton Rouge surroundings and society were obtained

under a social constructivist framework through qualitative interviews with Baton Rouge
residents [112]. The selection of the interview partners consisted essentially of two focus
groups: persons residing in Baton Rouge without a professional or volunteer connection
to Baton Rouge (13 persons), but with different sociodemographic characteristics such
as ethnicity, age (approx. 20 to 75 years), gender (14 male, 6 female) as well as experts
on Baton Rouge with different professional or volunteer activities, who are particularly
responsible for the city due to their fields of activity (administration/education; 7 persons).
While people with a professional or volunteer background in Baton Rouge were specifically
contacted and asked for an interview, the acquisition of interview partners, especially for
people living in Baton Rouge, was done in an open process. The transcribed interviews
were then subjected to software-based analysis based on the content analytic procedure of
Mayring [106].

Individual access to the Baton Rouge physical substrate, theoretically oriented on
phenomenology, was supplemented by phenomenological walks, involving documentation
of our experiencing the surroundings and their changes along longer streets (Government
Street, Florida Street/Boulevard, Plank Road) whereby the methods used here are already
known, as, for example, to phenomenological approaches with Jacobs, Tuan or Wylie
(see [113–117]). The focus on the named streets is based first, on Florida Street/Blvd as the
first central transportation axis as a feeder to downtown Baton Rouge and the city’s social
equator, and its southern inverse counterpart of Government Street as its parallel street;
and Plank Road as one of the central transportation axes in the less privileged northern
part of the city (see for the schematic representation of the research design on neopragmatic
approaches in terms of theoretical framing and methodological approach Figure 2).

It is precisely within these approaches where the researcher’s subjective component
is important that regional (continental Europe) and professional (geography, sociology,
political science, linguistics) aspects have a clear influence on interpreting and evaluating
Baton Rouge. However, as neo-pragmatically oriented regional geography does not aim at
an “objective and unambiguous description of space”, rather accepting contingencies and
valuing them as constitutive access to spaces, such a subjective component is an essential
element of the scientific approach to Baton Rouge.

4. Historical Aspects of Regional Development

The name “Baton Rouge” dates back to Pierre le Moyne, Sieur D’Iberville, and his
brother Bienville. A 1699 expedition took them up the Mississippi, where they saw a red
pole (some proclaim a large cypress) on the site of the present town, from which they
ascribed this topographical name to the terraced terrain with its steep bank shoulder-
ing the Mississippi. In 1721, the first permanent European settlement was established,
the D’Artaguette brothers’ farm. However, until the 18th century aged into the 19th, the
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settlement efforts of the French, Spanish, and English (as interchanging colonial powers)
remained ineffective [40,42]. Only in the first decade of the 19th century did the settlement
attain certain central-local importance [43].

After an intermezzo as part of the independent state of West Florida, Louisiana be-
came a US state in 1812, making Baton Rouge a US city. The liberal economic order of the
United States intensified trade and agriculture. Resultingly, Baton Rouge developed into a
regionally important trade center until the American Civil War. In 1850, the city became the
seat of the Louisiana Legislature, which increased its political importance while also pro-
viding an impetus for developing both population and economy [43,118]. Although direct
effects of the civil war on the city remained moderate, the indirect effects were considerable:
Trade collapsed, the liberation of slaves changed the social and economic conditions funda-
mentally, and Baton Rouge temporarily lost its political significance (partial destruction
of the Old Louisiana State Capitol during the battle and the Reconstruction era). In 1879,
the Louisiana constitution established Baton Rouge as the capitol. As the 19th century
ended, Baton Rouge grew sufficiently to make a tram lucrative (albeit only a ring-shaped,
single-track line; now long abandoned; [40,42,119,120]).

From 1900 to 1930, Baton Rouge underwent fundamental changes: In 1909, Stan-
dard Oil built a refinery north of downtown. This heralded Baton Rouge’s accelerated
industrialization and continues to conjoin Baton Rouge with the petrochemical industry.
To this day, Baton Rouge remains a major site of the petrochemical industry in southern
Louisiana (see Figure 3). The complete transformation process left “few elements of the
19th century city intact” [43]. In the 1920s, the Louisiana State University (LSU) campus
was established in the south of the city and repeatedly expanded (its predecessor was
moved to Baton Rouge as early as 1869, making do with converted buildings, especially
military, until the 1920s; [121]). With the construction of the LSU campus, Baton Rouge
developed into a “tripolar agglomeration”—the petrochemical industry, state government,
and LSU (Figure 4). This tripole dominates the city today, although its importance has
shifted to the detriment of the petrochemical industry. A small town, which was only
partially elevated from its provinciality by its role as the state capitol, had become a center
of petrochemistry and regional education.
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Figure 4. The three poles of development in Baton Rouge (own illustration).

Compared to similar-sized cities, Baton Rouge development in the mid-20th century
has some specific features that distinguished the city [43,123]:

(1) The especially large areas used by industry and public administration;
(2) The central business district is comparatively small in area and functional importance;
(3) The low level of transportation infrastructure resulted in a comparatively polycentric

development structure. This development structure is oriented towards the major
employers of the “tripole”;

(4) The rapid city growth in the first decades, especially in the mid-20th century (Figure 5),
was driven mainly by investors. The influence of minimal spatial planning resulted
in a particularly heterogeneous structure of land-use.
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Figure 5. The population evolution of Baton Rouge and rate of change (own illustration according to [121]).

The 1950s and 1960s were characterized—after the oil demand-inducing world War II
boom—by steady economic and population growth, including intensive suburbanization,
especially white population groups with a higher symbolic capital endowment [124].
Louisiana’s dependence upon the oil market in general, and Baton Rouge specifically,
became painfully clear in the 1980s. After the 1970s oil boom, the low oil prices of the
1980s impacted intensely: This impacted residents and petrochemical companies, directly
as a result of employee layoffs, and also indirectly through tax revenue loss upon which
the State of Louisiana was heavily dependent. Subsequently affecting the other two poles
of development that were tax-financed—the Louisiana government and the LSU system.
Population growth in the city core stagnated, and suburban areas around the city also
showed signs of subdued development (Figure 5). Baton Rouge’s downtown development
had largely come to a standstill, but this, together with a growing appreciation of history,
made it possible to preserve the buildings’ historic fabric after almost a century of intensive
transformation (Figure 6; [40,42,122]).
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Between 1959 and 2019, downtown land-use was also subject to fundamental change:
Third Street lost its function as a shopping area, banks and offices gained importance, public
land-use in the north (state) and south (city and Parish) expanded significantly, parking
garages were built, especially north of the study area. Overall, however, large downtown
sections are still undeveloped and used as parking lots. This downtown structural change is
partly due to a general process of “classical downtowns” losing importance, yet has Baton
Rouge-specific reasons: Whereas the downtown development was conveniently located
near the port and the train station, neither exists now. Remaining is an eccentric location
of the downtown “center” on the western district edge, which effectively supported the
formation of subcenters (on Government Street, also Perkins Road) and shopping malls
(Figure 7; [125,126]).
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The consequences of dependence upon the petrochemical industry, combined with
the ongoing reluctance to manage the community development administratively, became
clear during the Exxon refinery explosion on 23 December 1989: An unusually severe
frost plus insufficient technical precautions at the refinery triggered this. The explosion
killed two workers plus caused massive damage to adjacent residential properties. Exxon
responded with a type of “private land-use planning”, buying up the real estate close to
the plant and demolishing the acquired buildings (Figure 8; [37,40,127,128]).
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In 2005, Hurricane Katrina brought numerous New Orleans refugees to the city,
combined with emergency shelters, traffic chaos, and the supporting solidarity (eventu-
ally overwhelming) of Baton Rouge residents. Not all New Orleanians returned home,
which brought a restrained population surge, intensifying the rivalry between the two
Louisiana metropolises [40]. On the whole, the community development in the Baton
Rouge metropolitan region today is shaped by a simultaneity of centrifugal and centripetal
forces: There are clear efforts to revitalize the downtown area by increasing residents,
development of restaurants and hotels, offices, etc., concurrently, there are also clear efforts
to develop the city’s infrastructure. Hitherto unincorporated suburban communities of East
Baton Rouge Parish are making efforts to incorporate (currently in the south: St George),
ultimately to be able to reduce tax burdens for the proposed community residents. This
makes financing the public school system difficult for the districts east of the ExxonMobil
refinery that are especially affected by the gradual de-industrialization [129–133].
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There exists a predominantly African American inhabited triangular area bounded by
Interstate 110, to the west, Florida Street/Boulevard, to the south, and Airline Highway,
to the east-northeast, that is affected by poverty, a low level of education and a low-
density of educational institutions, as well as low availability of (healthy) food stores,
scarcely available dining establishments, and impacted by limited mobility (low availability
of cars) [134–137]. According to our own measurements, a maximum urban overheating
area can be found here, in addition to the heavily paved downtown area: In September 2019,
the equivalent temperature here in the metropolitan areas at night was up to 15 ◦F above
the suburban communities, and during the day a temperature difference of around 15 ◦F
compared to the neighborhoods south of Government Street, which is largely an outcome
of reduced tree population compared with community areas possessing a population
with a higher symbolic capital endowment. Individual possibilities for protection against
heat (air conditioning) are reduced because of the limited economic capital (Figure 9).
Synthesizing these findings, we can designate a “triangle of reduced life chances”. The
Plank Road phenomenological walk, which cuts through this area, encountered indicators
of decline everywhere, dilapidated buildings, partially destroyed advertising installations
still heralding the prosperity prior to de-industrialization, run-down pedestrian walkways
now unusable, as well as a dog skeleton on the side of the road, while also showing
isolated indicators of revitalization—newly opened shops. The noon-time atmosphere
was peaceful, cautiously friendly, even if bullet holes in building facades created a certain
tension [37,138].
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Today, Baton Rouge shows typical characteristics of postmodern settlement devel-
opments [139–144], such as fragmentation, de-surbanization, the dominance of economic
exploitation logics, but also beginnings of re-urbanization, appreciative preservation of
historic building fabric and a tentative waterfront development opening up the city to the
Mississippi River, in the form of a waterfront promenade (whose access is partially blocked
by railroad tracks) and the construction of apartment buildings near the shore. The spatial
structure of Baton Rouge appears dissolved in a pastiche [145–147] of different building
and use intensities, neighborhoods simulating urbanity in otherwise suburban structures,
the juxtaposition of neighborhoods inhabited by people with high and low endowments of
symbolic capital (in Bourdieu’s sense [124]), different ethnicities, and different lifestyles.
This “islandization” of neighborhoods is driven by a transport infrastructure that has not
been intensively developed to date [37].

5. The Construction of Baton Rouge in Media and by Residents

With the aim of capturing the Baton Rouge social construction more precisely, we used
a medium that increasingly shapes patterns of perception, interpretation, and evaluation:
the Internet. Here we examined the first three Google hit pages—hit pages beyond that
amount are usually not explored in common searches [148]. Furthermore, we analyzed the
first 100 Google image hits (comparable studies show that more images lead to irrelevant
hits and that these hits on the search term do not bring useful findings; [149]). Additionally,
we evaluated 55 assessable YouTube videos pertinent to Baton Rouge (other video hits were
unrelated to Baton Rouge). Furthermore, to investigate the national mass media response
to Baton Rouge, we analyzed the New York Times (1978, 1998, and 2018 volumes) seeking
articles involving Baton Rouge. The evaluations were conducted from March through
May 2019, using computers that did not allow influencing by previous searches. These
were accompanied by 20 qualitative guideline-based interviews focusing on Baton Rouge’s
life and development.

The Google hits primarily referenced tourist attractions and restaurants local to Baton
Rouge, without mentioning Baton Rouge’s nightlife. The high crime and HIV rates in
Baton Rouge were only mentioned on the German Wikipedia page—not the English one.
It is noticeable in Wikipedia entries of both languages that a detailed examination of Baton
Rouge (compared to New Orleans) is lacking. The Google hits created the impression of
a tranquil small town in the southern states. An image that is only partially replicated
by Google image hits (Figure 10). Here, Baton Rouge is staged dominantly as an urban
settlement with primarily downtown photos being found, but this may also be a result of the
main attraction, the State Capitol building, providing the visitor a free elevated panoramic
platform overlooking the urban area, especially this adjacent downtown area plus the
Mississippi River and the Horace Wilkinson Bridge (25% of the examined photos are taken
from the Capitol building point of view). Remarkable is the low human presence in Baton
Rouge photos (only 14% of photos show people, but should be relativized considering
the dominance of panorama photos from the Capitol building). In keeping with the
dictum of Gerhard Hard [150], it is often more worthwhile for geographical analysis to
examine what is not visible; accordingly, the suburban settlements (even those with a high
presence in guidebooks, such as Beauregard or Spanish Town), as well as Baton Rouge
neighborhoods inhabited by African Americans, have been left out.

This topic moves into focus with the evaluated videos. In addition to life in the African
American neighborhoods, the subject matter of a panoramic tourist overlook (especially
downtown hotels, restaurants, Horace Wilkinson Bridge, Mississippi River, moreover,
plantation buildings and the swamps are more frequently presented) and music videos
(whereby Baton Rouge usually appears here more as any interchangeable southern city)
are also included. In these videos, almost without exception, persons of white skin color
are present, which is inverse in the videos of the category “living in Black neighborhoods”.
Whites appear here either in an assimilated form (which is explicitly pointed out) or as
police officers. Particularly policemen, state authorities in general, are presented as the
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“other”, something that should be avoided for reasons of racist attacks. Overall, this video
category predominantly portrays verbal and physical violence or violence is thematized
(on YouTube channels, being modeled on classic news programs). Accompanying violence,
drugs including their distribution and consumption, are often presented in an affirmative
way; the same applies to (male protagonists) wads of cash, gold jewelry, and customized
cars. Women play a marginal role in the videos when they do appear, mostly as victims
of violence. An exception is the video of a young black woman in her summer dress
following the shooting of a black man lying on the ground by a policeman, calmly opposing
heavily armed police officers, only to be arrested, thus again underscoring the theme of
being victims.
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Figure 10. The thematic foci of the 100 Baton Rouge images examined (own survey and representation).

In the New York Times articles, too, the issue of Baton Rouge violence has recently be-
come more important than other issues (Figure 11). Across all evaluated articles, depictions
of poverty, social grievances, mismanagement, and especially ethnic-social segregation
and violence involving fatal shootings focused on police involvement dominates. The
petrochemical industry, omnipresent in Baton Rouge, appears less frequently as with
references to the Mississippi River. This, in turn, can be interpreted as indicative of the
mass media system, whose binary code is actuality vs. non-actuality, thereby propagating
longer-lasting processes and persistencies as a stereotypical background [151]. That such a
stereotypical connotation of Baton Rouge with violence (somewhat more subdued with
corruption) is already quite well established is shown both by the evaluation of YouTube
videos and the New York Times coverage, plus in music titles related to Baton Rouge,
available via Amazon Music and YouTube (n = 45): A comparison between titles released
before the year 2000 and from 2000 to present shows a clear shift from interpersonal (love)
relationships and leisure-related aspects of life to those of crime, drugs, and violence. This
shift goes hand-in-hand with the change of genre—away from country and blues and
towards rap music.
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In addition, qualitative interviews with residents of Baton Rouge were conducted
to illustrate individual living environments: In the interviews, themes such as crime,
poverty, and the divided city is explicitly expressed and thematized. Notably, that there
are “two separate Baton Rouges” that live “next to each other”, but not “together”. Ini-
tiatives for an integration of the two Baton Rouges are named, but also hostility from
those with conservative preferences is reported as being directed towards those involved
in these initiatives. The environmental pollution in Baton Rouge, attributed primarily to
the petrochemical industry, is more problematic. Another is the traffic situation in Baton
Rouge, an ineffectively developed public transport system compounded by congested
and dilapidated roads. In resident’s descriptions, Baton Rouge is an unexciting, peaceful
aggregate of neighborhoods without a real center and special regional landmarks. Inter-
estingly, the Mississippi River, which could perform this function, gains little mention in
the interviews. Overall, friendliness, helpfulness, and hospitality in Baton Rouge were
positively emphasized, and the possibility of quickly acquiring intensive social networks,
which would then help people only “passing through” (for example, to study or for a job)
to settle permanently.

Thus, the Internet-related research and interview result only moderately reveal a con-
gruent Baton Rouge depiction. Contrastingly, ethnic and symbolic capital segregation plus
associated opportunity inequality are addressed with strongly divergent intensity. There is
a tendency for conflicts (both the video presentations and often the interviews) to be negoti-
ated on a personal rather than systemic level (in the sense of [152,153]). Concurrently, a ten-
dency for the positive assessment of the living situation (friendliness, commitment, etc.)
exists, while the systemic level (public transport, the decay of the downtown area, etc.)
is criticized.

6. Conclusions

The development of metropolitan Baton Rouge expresses general processes such
as industrialization, post-industrialization, and suburbanization, among others, which
are modified by strong inherent logic [28]. For instance, the low influence of a planning
administration, but also the specific physical and spatial characteristics, such as the river
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bank terracing dictating the location of the downtown area. Respectively, the importance
of regional geography sensitivity to scale, as advocated by the “new regional geography”,
also found in the neopragmatic regional geography, is evident here.

Baton Rouge is a city of contrasts. Especially the “triangle of diminished life chances”
striking contrast to the Arcadian Baton Rouge, south of Florida Street/Boulevard, with
its enhancing tree density and “old south” simulation. The media representation clari-
fies this Arcadian contrast, almost encoded in binary, with the African American Baton
Rouge of poverty, drug consumption, and violence. The interchange between these two is
rare—as the interviews also show. The result is massive unequal life chances distribution,
magnified by suburban incorporation attempts such as St. George’s. Consequently, Baton
Rouge cannot be characterized as only a tripole metropolis oriented around LSU, the petro-
chemical industry, and state capitol. Contemporaneously, there is a “bi-pole” orientation
with an above-average symbolic capital and life chances “white pole” starkly contrasting a
“black pole” of below-average symbolic capital and life chances. This unequal distribution
of life chances is problematical, especially regarding the goal of the state and society’s
task to increase individual life chances, as inspired by Ralf Dahrendorf. Indicative is an
inadequate technical and social infrastructure.

Baton Rouge can be considered an extreme example of postmodern settlement de-
velopment; the spatial structures are extremely fragmented, the distribution of living
opportunities polarized. This not only affects the opportunities to participate in education,
to participate in transportation, the accessibility to food but also extends to urban climatic
living conditions, which are more favorable in parts of the city inhabited by people with
a high endowment of symbolic capital than where a lower endowment of symbolic capital
dominates [138]. If the polarity is assumed between a settlement development driven
by politics and administration on one hand and private, especially economic interests,
but also esthetic preferences [154–158], on the other hand, the developments of and in
Baton Rouge are to be classified very much on the side of the second pole. This also results
in relevance for settlement research in general rather than urban research of and on Baton
Rouge in particular: In Baton Rouge, it becomes clear how a metropolitan region develops
under extensive abstention of administrative/planning influence, which in this form is
a peculiarity even in the United States.

In presenting the results of the Baton Rouge study, we can clearly exemplify the consid-
erably advantageous integration of Internet communication in regional geographic studies
since information is generated in ways that are difficult to access using other methods
and also assisting in crafting an image of Baton Rouge. Associated is the assessment that
a theoretically multiperspective consideration has proven to be worthwhile. The combina-
tion of positively framed (quantitative) empiricism and constructively oriented qualitative
approaches, including the phenomenological walks, led to a more nuanced understand-
ing of this complex object of research. Respectively, perceptions that regional geography
alone has the task of presenting results can also be contradicted. Particularly concerning
fragmentary studies of a region to date, such a multimethodological approach can produce
results enabling a multifaceted regional picture, as with Baton Rouge. However, with the
reservation that such a neopragmatic regional geography cannot replace more detailed
investigations since its goal is a synthetic, not in-depth, examination, which is also the aim
of the scope of the various individual investigations. Whether the developed approach of
neopragmatic regional geography is also suitable for larger spatial units, such as Louisiana
as a whole, needs to be examined.

In brief: This article has shown that the neopragmatic approach can provide a basis
for (further) regional geographic studies and can also serve as a basis for a triangulated
empirical approach to regional geographies. In favor of a synthetic overview, the level
of detail of the individual sub-studies does not remain widely expanded but provides
approaches for a more detailed investigation.
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